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IN THE COUNTY COURT OF THE SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY. FLORIDA

CASE NO
JUDGE

16-0l l 795MU10A
GOTTLIEB
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STA TE OF FLORIDA,
Plamt1ff,

,
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c

---

vs
BRYAN CARTER,
(

Defendants

C

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE BREATH TEST
RESULTS FOR LACK OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE

THIS CAUSE havmg come before this Court upon the Defendant's Motion to Exclude
Breath Test Results for Lack of Substantial Compliance, and the Court havmg considered the
Defendant's Motion, havmg heard arguments on the same and bemg otherwise fully advised m the
premises,
ORDERS AND ADJUDGES that the Defendant's Motion 1s hereby DENIED for the
reasons set forth below

Procedural Background
The above-named defendant was arrested for a violation of Flonda Statute 316 193 and
subsequently submitted to a breath test on an Intoxdyzer 8000 breath test mstrument senal number
80-001067
The defense filed a mot10n to exclude the defendant' s breath test results based on a lack of
substantial compliance with Florida Adm1mstrative Code Chapter 11 D-8 Specifically, the defense
alleges two issues regarding the lack of substantial compliance First, that the Flonda Department
of Law Enforcement (heremafter "FDLE) Alcohol Testmg Program (heremafter ··ATP") has failed
to follow mtemal procedures set forth m the FDLE ATP Standard Operatmg Procedures Manual
(hereinafter .. SOP..) regardmg the testmg of de10mzed water m the analysis and/or preparat10n of
alcohol reference solutions, mouth alcohol solutions and acetone stock solutions
More
specifically, the defense argues that FDLE's failure to independently analyze d1st1lled or de10mzed
water, as set forth m section 2 18 of the SOP, mvalidates the approval process for the Alcohol
Reference Solutions (hereinafter ..ARS"), mouth alcohol solutions, and acetone stock solutions
bemg used by FDLE at the time of the defendant's breath test In add1t1on, that failure to properly
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analyze these ARS, mouth alcohol solutions, and acetone stock solutions with de1omzed water
analyzed under section 2 18 constitutes a v10lation of Fla Stat 316 1932, Flonda Administrative
Code (hereinafter .. F AC'') 11 D-8 0035, and sections 2 14, 2 15, 2 16 and 2 18 of the SOP, and are,
therefore, scientifically unreliable Second, the defense generally alleges the procedures set forth
in the SOP have never been subject to rule-making procedures pursuant to the Flonda
Administrative Procedures Act (hereinafter ·'APA'')
A heanng on the defendant's motion was held on August 16, 2018 and January 11 , 2019
The State and the defense stipulated to the adm1ss1on of each party's exhibits without obJect10n
and that all witnesses would be accepted as expert witnesses regarding their opin10n testimony
being provided durmg the heanng The State's exhibit binder included the following exhibits
ARS analytical summanes including quality control gas chromatography (hereinafter ·'GC'')
chromatograms, a manufacturer's certificate of analysis, FDLE's certificate of assurance, and any
correspondence regarding the ARS for ARS Lots 201403F, 201601F, 201404C, 201408C,
201408B, 2015020, 201505A, and 201507 A, analytical summanes and venficatlon data including
GC chromatograms for Mouth Alcohol Solut10ns Lots 2014A, 2014C, 2015A, 2016A, 2016C, and
for Acetone Stock Solution Lots 2014B, 2015B, and 2016B, FDLE ATP Standard Operating
Procedures Manuals for 2004, 2005, 2007, 2011, 2014, 2016, and 2017, the cumculum vitae for
Mr Thomas Graham, Dr Brett Kirkland and Dr Bruce Goldberger, and pictures of the ohmmeter
and copies of the water log for the FDLE DNA Database de10mzed water system At no time were
the breath test affidavits or the agency inspections pertinent and related to the defendant's breath
tests in these cases ever entered into evidence dunng the heanng

Burden of Proof
A heanng on the Defense's Motion to Determine Evidentiary Burden was held on August
17, 2017, wherein the court held that the defendant's motion was a mot10n in limine and the burden
of proof was on the defendant, as the movmg party, to prove the allegat10ns set forth m his mot10ns
The defense presented the testimony of Dr Stefan Rose and Matthew Malh10t, while the
State presented the testimony of Thomas Graham, Dr Brett Kirkland and Dr Bruce Goldberger

Dr. Stefan Rose
Dr Rose 1s a physician and practices forensic medicine, havmg been mvolved as an expert
in the forensic arena since 1991 , and as a non-expert smce 1983, mcludmg havmg served as the
head of the University of Miami (hereinafter ..UM'') Toxicology Lab He testified he 1s familiar
with the protocols and procedures for breath and blood testing m Flonda, having reviewed
thousands of breath alcohol tests, testifying in cases, operated breath testing instruments, read and
studied the applicable operation manuals and given lectures on the same
:;:
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He 1s familiar with gas chromatography testing and its relationship anq.: application t9_
breath testing in Flonda He has personally tested the Intoxtlyzer 8000 ma laboratory envm2_nrnent
at Flonda International Umvers1ty (hereinafter ..FIU'') and generated a fair 'amount of dat~
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regarding the performance of the instrument, specifically concerning how the instrument responds
to or gave results with ethanol and other volatile organic compounds that may be found in a
person· s breath According to Dr Rose the use of water 1s an integral component of the wet bath
testing procedures and. that as part of his analysis, he used water to create wet bath solutions used
to test the lntox1lyzer 8000
Dr Rose opined that the SOP requlfes the use of d1shlled or deionized water for sample
preparat10n It was his opinion that the de10nized water referenced m sect10n 2 18 of the SOP
refers to sect10n 2 14, 2 15 and 2 16 of the SOP He opined that without the use of a true water
blank, for which FDLE's use of a negative control could not substitute, there was no compliance
with section 2 18 of the SOP Dr Rose did not have, nor could he produce, any wntten
documentation regarding laboratory procedures he used while at the UM Toxicology Lab
regarding pre-testing water Interestingly enough, Dr Rose also had no wntten procedures or
protocols used to control his own research testing conducted at FIU Yet it was still his opin10n
that the FDLE SOP must be followed exphc1tly, but that his own testmg procedures, for research
purposes, were allowed to be fluid to obtain the results he sought to obtain Dr Rose's maxim
seems to be that of do as I say, not as I do Dr Rose testified that never, dunng his own research
expenment at FIU, or his time with the UM Toxicology Lab, did he ever come across any analysis
results for blank samples that showed a contaminant or a substance similar to ethanol m the water
He opmed that a proper blank sample should be run for 20-30 mmutes, rather than the 4-5
mmutes that FDLE ran dunng its analysis Yet he was unable to recall whether he did blank testmg
for 20-30 minutes while at the UM Toxicology Lab Notw1thstandmg his opm10n that water used
m these analyses should be analyzed pnor to bemg used in subsequent analyses, Dr Rose was
unable to testify to, or provide the Court w1th, any study, article or specific laboratory procedure
that reqmres the testing of any water as a blank or negative control pnor to usmg 1t with any other
testmg or analysis He could not to pomt to any part of section 2 14, 2 15 or 2 16 of the SOP that
referenced deionized water from section 2 18, nor could he show that water analyzed under section
2 18 was required to be used in sections 2 14, 2 15 or 2 16 of the SOP
Dr Rose agreed that a de10nized water system, similar to one that he used at the UM
Toxicology Lab, which produces deionized water, would meet proper specifications-and if 1t met
those specifications, there would be no issue m usmg that type of water for any testmg When
presented with pictures of the ohmmeter and water logs for the FDLE DNA Lab deionized water
system, Dr Rose·s opm1on was unchanged
Dr Rose stated he had concerns about "other volatile organic compounds" that could
possibly affect a defendant's breath test results, yet he was unable to pomt to any specific mstances
that would indicate that there was a contammant in any of the negative controls or other samples
that used de10nized water Specifically, he could not say that he saw any volatile organic
compounds that could have affected the defendant's breath test results m any _of the 6xh1b1ts
presented by the State He did not find and did not have any of that evidence m !he mstanf case
Dr Rose admitted he does not have any documentation to support any clannf 6f whaTcould
possibly be present in any sample analyzed or was actually present m the solution samples
.......":t .
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analyzed pertaining the defendant's breath test results
Matthew Malhiot
Mr Malh10t testified he served as a Department Inspector for FDLE ATP from 2002
through 2010 and was part of the team that evaluated, approved and updated the Intoxilyzer 8000
Mr Malh1ot stated that he personally wrote the cahbrat10n procedures for the Intoxilyzer 8000 in
the initial version of the SOP through 20 l O Mr Malh1ot admitted he did not wnte or have
anything to do with the applicable sections of the SOP at issue He has no knowledge of why
sect10n 2 18 was included in, or when 1t was added to, the SOP, and 1s aware that sect10n 2 18 has
since been removed from the SOP He admitted that he has no expenence in GC testing and had
never run any of the procedures in the SOP at issue here He also admitted that he 1s not quahfied
to opine how non-compliance with section 2 18 of the SOP would affect a defendant's breath test
He also could not point to any rule w1thm FAC Chapter 11 D-8 that requues the procedures set
forth in sect10n 2 18 of the SOP to be followed, nor any reference to section 2 18 of the SOP at all
Thomas Graham and Dr. Brett Kirkland
Mr Graham 1s the Quality Assurance Manager for the FDLE ATP He has been mvolved
in the forensic sciences, as a forensic tox1colog1st, and the use of GC mstrumentat10n smce 2004
He holds several certifications m Forensic Toxicology, as a Certifier of Cahbrat1ons, Breath Test
Operator, FDLE ATP Department Inspector, General Instructor, and Breath Test Instructor, and 1s
currently a D1plomate of Forensic Alcohol with the American Board of Forensic Toxicology
Mr Graham exp lamed that ARS used by FDLE ATP 1s · purchased from Alcohol
Countermeasure Systems Corp (hereinafter '·Acs··) which holds several ISO (lntemat10nal
Organization for Standardization) accred1tat1ons ACS provides for each ARS a spec1ficat10n
sheet 1dent1fying NIST (Nat10nal Institute of Standard and Technology) traceab1hty and detailmg
the gravimetric preparation of the ethanol solutions, chromatogram results of the GC analysts for
each ARS provmg that the solutions are within acceptable ranges, and a certification of analysis
statmg that the analyzed concentrations of the solutions meet the criteria of F AC Chapter 11 D-8
Once the ARS lots are obtained from ACS, FDLE then analyzes each 10 random bottles from each
lot m duplicate usmg GC mstrumentat10n Each analysis 1s conducted using NIST traceable
calibrators and controls, showing linearity of the cahbrat1on and accuracy of the analysis For the
ARS lots apphcable m the mstant case, all results fell w1thm the acceptable ranges listed in F AC
Chapter 1 I D-8 In add1t10n, when the ARS lots provided to the agencies across the State are used
m Agency and Department inspections, they are cross-verified during the inspections using a dry
gas standard which acts as an add1tional safeguard Accordingly, the analysis conducted by the
manufacturer and FDLE ATP provide mdependent proof that the solutions meet the acceptable
critena found in F AC Chapter 11 D-8, and allows for inter-laboratory consensus of both
concentrat10ns of the ARS and the methods used to determine the concentrations In other~ords,
two different labs coming to the same conclusion means that the ARS being used 1s-fit for purpose
....
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Mr Graham testified that the documents contained in State·s Exh1b1ts 1-6 demonstrate the
analysis, results and approval of the ARS lots at issue Mr Graham further testified that he had
reviewed the breath test affidavits, corresponding relevant agency and department inspections for
the instruments used to test the defendants He and Dr Ktrkland concluded that there were no
issues with any of the ARS, mouth alcohol or acetone stock soluttons in any analyses, inspecttons
or breath tests m the mstant case
Mr Graham and Dr Kirkland testified that there 1s no reqmrement in any of the SOP
sections 2 14. 2 15 or 2 16 that d1st11led or de1omzed water 1s required to be used in those sect10ns,
havmg first been analyzed under sectton 2 18 There 1s no reqmrement at all that the d1st11led or
de1omzed water used m sections 2 14, 2 15 or 2 16 must be analyzed, in any way, pnor to being
ut1hzed in the procedures in those sections Mr Graham stated, that even if that were the case,
one would sttll have to run negative controls dunng the analysis, to ensure that a sample had even
been run dunng the analysis
Dr Ktrkland testified that while the rules are a framework for ensuring accurate and
reliable results, the SOP 1s merely a roadmap as to how to get to that point-several different ways
of getting to the same destinatton- accurate and rehable results Just because one route 1s
preferred over another, does not make other routes any less accurate or rehable Thus, according
to both of them, sect10n 2 18 1s not sc1ent1fically necessary There 1s no reason to pre-test water
under section 2 18, because 1t 1s analyzed contemporaneously with the samples being analyzed
under section 2 14, 2 15, and 2 16 They explained that even 1f water was tested pursuant to sectton
2 18, there 1s sttll no reqmrement that such water be used in any testing conducted in sections 2 14,
2 15 or 2 16 Any further testing conducted in secttons 2 14, 2 15 and 2 16, using de10mzed water
that had not been pre-tested under section 2 18, would std! be analyzed as part of the negative
controls tested as part of the analysis under those secttons If water analyzed under section 2 18
was requtred to be used m sections 2 14, 2 15 and 2 16, then log1cally sectton 2 18 should occur
before those sect10ns Dr Kirkland explained that this would be hke wnting a manual on how to
operate a vehicle and placing the procedure of starting the vehicle, before the procedure that gas
should be put in the vehicle Both of them stated that of all the labs they have worked at or with,
they know of no lab that reqmres that water used in blanks or negative control samples be pretested before being used in any analysis Both agreed that 1f something were to be present in the
deionized water or negative control sample, it would be expected to be detected, reported and
v1s1ble in the chromatogram results for the solutions used-any pre-testing would be redundant
Mr Graham testified that FDLE ATP runs negative controls, rather than blanks, in order
to show that a sample had actually been analyzed He explained that without the inclusion of
propanol in the deionized water, 1t would be 1mposs1ble to show that anything had been analyzed
at all He also testified that there 1s no reason to run a blank or negative control for 20-30 minutes
u...
as Dr Rose suggested FDLE ATP runs 32 samples at 5 minutes per sample in a c;onstant 1!1Ject1on
cycle for 160 minutes If something were to be present in any of the sample~)t wodrn ha~~
appeared on a chromatogram at some point dunng the analysis run Mr Graham-;testified-he
has
•
.._J
never had an issue with microbes m the de1omzed water, and 1f microbes were presei:it _m t1l_e
samples, 1t would not be alcohol because there 1s no fermentat10n to create ethanot·so 1t would
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be present in the negative control samples anyway Even ethanol was created in the negative
control sample, 1t would be revealed during the analysis of the negative control If such was the
case, those samples would be discarded and retesting would occur using new deionized water in
the negative control sample
Both experts testified that the FDLE DNA Lab deionized water system must meet the
stnngent reqmrements of ANAB as well as federal reqmrements from the Federal Bureau of
Invest1gat1on Such water 1s "fit for purpose·· to conducting ethanol solution testing They
explained that the log records and pictures of the ohmmeter for the FDLE DNA Lab deionized
water system confirmed that the water collected met the reqmred "fit for purpose" spec1ficat10ns
for their testing on the dates 1t was collected Both stated that any contaminat10n present in a
sample would appear in the chromatograms, and that 1t would be theoretical to suggest that
contamination ever happened in any of the solut10n lots tested According to both experts, there
1s no issue in conducting the analysis of the de10mzed water sample or negative control
contemporaneously with other samples Mr Graham agreed that one could always test more
samples, but one would have to consider at what point time and resources are being wasted on
excessive testing when the vahd1ty of samples 1s already confirmed They both testified that failure
to follow sect10n 2 18 does not affect the accuracy or rehab1hty of any results, and they are not
aware of any laboratory that actually conducts this type of testing
Dr Kirkland testified that the procedures set forth in the SOP only apply to the testing of
ARS, mouth alcohol and acetone lot solut10ns on a GC instrument They do not apply to anything
else, specifically not to ev1dent1ary breath testing conducted on an Intox1lyzer 8000 These
procedures are both instrument and laboratory specific-the FDLE ATP Lab 1s the only entity that
conducts testing for the ARS, and the procedures reference a specific make and model of GC
instrument and the specific parameters by which that instrument must operate He explained that
a rule, under FAC Chapter 11 D-8, 1s static, does not change easily, and would take a long time to
amend In the three previous times he has sought to change or promulgate a rule, 1t took almost
one year On the other hand, SOPs are internal procedures which must be flexible to meet the
needs and changes of a department such that mod1fications are able to be changed to meet
particular issues as they anse He explained that 1f the internal procedures were requ1red to be
promulgated as rules, any instance, where the instruments specified to be used by the procedures
ceased to operate properly and needed to be substituted with another instrument, would cause the
ATP to essentially stop funct10ning until a rule change promulgation was completed-which could
take up to a year or more Another instrument would be unable to be substituted, unless a formal
rule change was completed The day-to-day operations of the ATP would grind to a halt He
testified that changes must be able to be made based on the need of the program- which 1s why
the internal procedures could not, and should not, be codified by rule

It was Dr K1rkland ' s opinion that FDLE was in stnct compliance when 1t conducted the
analyses for the solutions lots at issue, even though testing was not conducted purs~ant t<2.yect10n
2 18 of the SOP There was nothing contained in the documents admitted into evidence r~garding
the ARS, mouth alcohol and acetone stock solution lots, that would cause h1ci':c·oncem=for the
accuracy and rehabihty or effect on the defendant's breath tests The breath tests'.th~mse[yes are
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sc1ent1fically accurate and reliable, particularly given the mdependent control (dry gas standard),
which acts as an add1t1onal safeguard dunng the breath testmg procedure, because 1t 1s crossvenfymg the breath test results (and the ARS used dunng agency mspectlons), and there 1s no FAC
Rule that has been violated m the mstant case

Dr. Bruce Goldberger
Dr Goldberger 1s the Medical Director of the Chm cal Toxicology Lab for the Umvers1ty
of Flonda Health Pathology Laboratory and Chief of the D1v1s10n of Forensic Med1cme m the
Department of Pathology, Immunology and Laboratory Medicme at the University of Flonda
College of Medicme, the Medical Director of the Infectious Disease Pharmacokmet1cs Laboratory
at the Umvers1ty of Flonda College of Pharmacy, and the Director of the UF Health Forensic
Med1cme at the Umvers1ty of Flonda College ofMed1cme among several other positions held Dr
Goldberger was also a Laboratory Tox1colog1st, Assistant Tox1colog1st and Laboratory Manager
for the Toxicology Lab of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner m Baltimore, Maryland, as
well as a Tox1colog1st with the Nat10nal Center for Forensic Sciences m Maryland He holds a
degree m Zoology, a Master of Sciences m Forensic Toxicology, and a PhD m Forensic
Toxicology He 1s a D1plomate and Forensic Toxicology Specialist of the Amencan Board of
Forensic Toxicology, and a Toxicological Chemist with the Nat10nal Registry of Certified
Chemists He 1s licensed as a Chmcal Laboratory Director m both Flonda and California He
holds several patents for devices and methods for the collection and detection of substances, one
m particular for GC mstrumentatlon He teaches at the Umvers1ty of Flonda College of Med1cme
and College of Pharmacy m addition to holdmg several admm1stratlve positions withm the College
of Medicine and Department of Pathology, Immunology and Laboratory Medicine
Dr
Goldberger 1s a member of the Amencan Academy of Forensic Sciences (past President and Board
of Directors member), Amencan Association for Chmcal Chemistry, Amencan Board of Forensic
Toxicology (Board of Directors member since 2000, President smce 20 12), Society of Forensic
Tox1colog1sts (past President), International Assoc1at1on for Chemical Testing, and over a dozen
other orgamzat1ons He has published several books, over 50 chapters and monographs, and over
100 peer-reviewed Journal articles, and over 100 non-peer-reviewed articles He 1s also the Ed1torm-Ch1ef of the Journal of Analytical Toxicology smce 2001 , an editonal board member of the
Journal of Forensic Sciences, and editonally involved with several other publications It 1s clear
that Dr Goldberger's credentials, expertise and opm1ons are beyond contestat10n
Dr Goldberger has been involved with GC instrument testmg for much of his professional
career At one pomt he personally conducted testmg of ARS for FDLE He testified that he has
never. in all of his years of expenence m testing any samples on a GC mstrument, ever tested
de1omzed water pnor to using 1t as a blank or negative control While he has used water fi;QJ!l both
a d1st1lled and de10mzed water system, he has never pre-tested the water from either
system
before
•
,µ..
1t was utilized m the lab for analyses or the preparation of ARS According to Qr ,_Goldoerger, -It
1s sc1ent1fically acceptable to test the deionized water contemporaneously with the bTunk or
negative control sample That 1s how he and his staff have done 1t thousands of tnryes
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to ensure the water 1s analyzed properly If the sample 1s run de novo-w1thout addmg a
reference-there 1s no way to tell 1f a sample was actually analyzed by the samplmg mstrument
The reference added to the sample venfies that a sample was actually tested
A blank
chromatogram could be blank because there was nothmg found m the sample, or blank because 1t
was never actually run He admitted that a blank sample bemg tested without a reference would
create a vahd defense argument that because there 1s no reference w1thm the sample, how can 1t
be proven that a sample was actually analyzed Dr Goldberger stated that the Journal of Analytical
Toxicology reqmres all subm1ttmg authors ut1hze mtemal standards m their works for Just that
purpose- to ensure there 1s adequate control and references m every smgle analysis conducted
Dr Goldberger 1s familiar with how FDLE ATP analyzes its water samples as 1t 1s the same as the
analyses run at the Umvers1ty of Flonda He testified that he has never seen a substance m a
reference solut10n that would m1m1c ethanol m a GC, and that he has never seen any issues with
de1omzed water that he or anyone used has used with regards to microbe contammat1on
Lastly, Dr Goldberger testified that he lectures on the topic of common analytical practices
used m toxicology laboratones, which 1s basically a lecture on good laboratory practice, at the
world-renown Borkenstem Alcohol Course at Indiana University He has never mstructed or
taught that pre-testmg of de10mzed water 1s a requ1rement or scientifically necessary when
analyzmg the types of solutions at issue Nor could he pomt to any studies, articles or scientific
treatises that reqmre or recommend such, and he cannot find any reason why FDLE ATP should
be pre-testmg de1omzed water as suggested by the defense
Analysis

Fazlure to Follow Sectzon 2 I 8 o(the SOP
At issue 1s whether FDLE followed section 2 18 of the SOP The record 1s clear that this
procedure was conducted contemporaneously through the testmg of the de1omzed water m the
negative control samples analyzed with the samples bemg tested m sections 2 14, 2 15 and 2 16
All of the State's witnesses testified that this 1s a scientifically reliable method of detectmg whether
there are any contammants m the de10mzed water Section 2 18 was eventually removed from the
SOP because 1t was deterrnmed to be sc1ent1fically unnecessary and redundant to the
contemporaneously testmg conducted m the other sect10ns The record 1s also clear that FDLE
ATP complied with sections 2 14, 2 15 and 2 16 m analyzmg the ARS, mouth alcohol and acetone
stock solutions and that each of these sections do not reference section 2 18 Section 2 18 does
not require that water tested under that section be used m sections 2 14, 2 15 or 2 16 There 1s also
no reqmrement m FAC Chapter l lD-8 that any de1omzed water used m the creat10n, or testmg, of
ARS, mouth alcohol or acetone stock solution be pre-tested before bemg used The only F AC
rules under Chapter 11 D-8 that references d1st1lled or de10mzed water m FAC Chapter 11 D-8 1s
when definmg the terms ·'Acetone Stock S0lut10n" under F AC 11 D-8 002(3), ·'Alcohol Reference
Free Test" under F AC 11 D-8 002(8), "Alcohol Reference Solut10n'· under FAC l lD-8 002(9), and
..Mouth Alcohol Solution" under FAC 11 D-8 002(24) There 1s absolutely no requ1remei:i"t,m any
of these defimt1ons or other rules that d1st1lled or deionized water be analyzed prwr to beiiig used
m the SOP This Court was not presented with any laboratory's procedures, studf;~rt1cle, treatise,
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or any other documentation that sc1ent1fically reqmres such, or that would show that
contemporaneous testing 1s not sc1entJfically reliable. nor could he show any contaminat10n in any
of the samples relevant to the mstant case Thus, the Court finds that the pre-testing of the water
1s not sc1ent1fically necessary, reqmred by the SOP, or by F AC rule
In order to accept the Defendant's pos1t1on, this Court would have to find that a v10lat1on
of an agency· s mternal procedure 1s tantamount to a v10lation of an agency rule under F AC This
1s simply not the case The procedures at issue relate to the mternal scientific laboratory procedures
used m analyzmg or prepanng solutions for use throughout the State of Flonda In the instant
case, there 1s no evidence of a specific F AC rule v10lat1on There 1s also no competent substantml
evidence to show that FDLE did not use d1st1lled or de1omzed water in m any of the solut10ns
analyzed pertinent to the defendant's breath test Thus, the Court finds that FDLE followed the
applicable procedures set forth in sect10ns 214,215 2 16 and 2 18 of the SOP
Sczentz(ic Accuracy and Relzabzlzty of the Procedures Used and Substantzal Complzance
The defendants rely on State v Cubic, 946 So 2d 606 (Fla 4th DCA 2007) for the
propos1t1on that the use of tap water created false pos1t1ve results dunng calibration checks In
Cubzc, an agency inspector used tap water rather than d1st1lled or de10mzed water m conductmg
the alcohol free wet-bath simulator test The procedures for conductmg the agency mspect10n
clearly state that to conduct this test a simulator contaming ·'d1st1lled or de1omzed water" must be
attached to the instrument as set forth in Form 39 ·'Agency Inspection Procedures - Intoxilyzer
8000'' and was incorporated by reference into F AC Chapter l lD-8 Thus, m Cubzc there was a
clear v10lat1on of a rule This 1s not analogous to the instant case as the internal procedures of the
SOP are not a rule and are not incorporated by reference to any of F AC Chapter 11 D-8
Nevertheless, the issue m the mstant case 1s not of the use of tap water, but of distilled or de1omzed
water that has not been pre-tested Aside from the ··poss1b1hty'· that contammatlon could occur,
and the assumption and speculation that such contammat10n would be present, but not seen, on
any of the chromatograms of the solution lots presented by the State, Dr Rose was unable to testify
that any of the lots at issue actually did have any contamination Conversely, all of the State's
witnesses testified that 1f any contammat10n was present in the de10mzed water, 1t would have
appeared on the chromatograms for the lots, given the total length of the analyses conducted Such
contamination, 1f present, would certainly have appeared on chromatograms for the analyses
conducted later m the samples run on the GC mstrument used Thus, any claim of contammat1on
1s purely speculative and has not been shown to have actually occurred
Fla Stat 316 1932( 1)(b)(2 ) states an analysis of a persons breath must be performed
substantially in accordance with methods approved by FDLE, and that "any msubstantial
differences between approved techmques and actual testing procedures m any md1v1dual case do
not render the test or test results mvahd" The State experts all agreed that contemporaneous
testmg of the de1omzed water with the testmg of sample would comply with section 2 1~ Thus,
the Court finds that FDLE ATP stnctly complied with the procedures set forth I~-the SOJt;;.
!IE..
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to be followed by itself, and FDLE ATP did not comply with this procedure, such non-compliance
1s nevertheless stIII substantial compliance The alleged failure to follow the procedure by itself
had no effect on the accuracy and rehab1hty of the results obtamed for any of the solut10n lots, nor
the defendant's breath test results At best, such a claim 1s highly theoretical and speculative
D1stnct Courts have routinely held that an agency 1s not remiss for failmg to adopt or create
rules, regulations or procedures that would cover every possible situation that could anse In
Goodman v State, 203 So 3d 909 (Fla 4th DCA 2016), the Court held that
Any attempt by FDLE to regulate for every possible contingency that may anse in
the collect10n or testing processes would swiftly devolve into a hopeless endeavor
and serve only to expand the Department" s regulations to epic lengths
Furthermore, such over-regulation would run the nsk of locking in today's current
scientific methodology, preventing the evolution and improvement of the system
It would also depnve both the State and cnminal defendants of the expertise and
d1scret1on of the analysts, as their training and practical expenence 1s necessary to
properly address the wide vanety of factual scenanos that may anse
The rules
at issue, when combined with the basic laboratory practices, are sufficient to protect
the safety and interests of the court system and defendant's ahke
S1milarly, the D1stnct Court in WzMel v State, 691 So 2d 507 (Fla 2d DCA 1997) held that
..procedures that are 1mphc1t and incidental to procedures otherwise exphc1tly provided for in a
properly adopted rule or regulation do not requtre further cod1ficat1on by a further adopted rule or
regulation·· and that '·to hold otherwise behes statutory intent and/or common sense" The Court
concluded that ·'appellant's attack, based on the lack of a rule or regulation to cover every step of
the testing procedures for breath test instruments, 1s not only speculative and theoretical, but also
hyper-techmcal Id The procedures outlined in the SOP are these types of procedures-1mphc1t
and incidental to the procedures provided for in the F AC The FAC rules are not designed, nor
reqmred, to cover every step of the breath testmg process, but rather allow laboratones hke FDLE
ATP to develop thelf own mternal protocols to comply with F AC rules This allows the ATP
laboratory to more effectively ensure the rehab1hty of breath testing procedures, while allowing
the lab to make changes as needed in order to keep up with advances in science as well the
advancement of sc1ent1fic technology and instrumentation
The purpose of the SOP 1s to ensure sc1ent1fic accuracy and rehab1hty of the procedures
therein, while remaining subordinate to Flonda law As noted in the Introduction sect10n of each
vers10n of the SOP admitted into evidence. ··[n)othing contained in this Manual shall affect the
accuracy or rehab1hty of any breath or blood alcohol test which otherwise complies with Flonda
law and Chapter 11 D-8, FAC " Thus, even 1f this Court were to find that FDLE ATP failed to
comply with section 2 18 of the SOP, this prov1s1on compels the Court to uphold the adf!l_~ss1b1hty
of the breath tests m the instant case, because there has been no proof that any actual <-PAC rule
was violated, and therefore the defendant's breath tests in these cases were Q.onducteei;in stnct
compliance with the rules under FAC Chapter 11 D-8
t ;' -::
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Affect on the defendant '.s breath test results

If what the defense has alleged did not, or cannot, be shown to have affected his breath test
results, then the allegations made by the defense do not apply in the instant case and defense has
failed to meet his burden As this Court previously held, the burden 1s on the defendant to prove
the allegat1ons in their motion The defense has failed to provide this Court with any competent
substantial evidence to support any of the allegations regarding non-compliance with the SOP and,
more specifically, how any such non-comphance or procedures used by FDLE ATP, actually
affected the defendant's breath test The defense's own expert, Dr Rose, could not say with any
certainty that the defendant's breath test results were affected Neither could he offer any
competent substantial proof, aside from poss1b1hties and speculation, that the breath test results
were anything but accurate and reliable The defense provided no evidence of the defendant' s
breath test results, agency or department mspect1ons, or any ARS, mouth alcohol or acetone stock
solution lot data or analyses that would have been used m the defendant's breath test to support
their allegations The defense has presented evidence that 1s theoretical and speculative Such
evidence fails to meet their burden in the instant case Therefore, regardless of any other finding
by this Court regarding the failure to follow section 2 18 of the SOP, this Court finds that the
defendants have not met their burden in these cases
Unlawful Exercise o(Delegated Leg1slat1ve Authority
The defense alleged that the procedures set forth in the SOP are a '·rule" that 1s reqmred to
be codified under F AC Chapter 11 D-8 The defendants have failed to establish that the procedures
m the SOP are rules and, accordingly, have not met their burden
Fla Stat 120 52( 16) provides that
..Rule .. means each agency statement of general apphcabihty that implements,
interprets or prescnbes law or pohcy or descnbes the procedures or practice
reqmrements of an agency and includes any form which imposes any reqmrement
or sohc1ts any information not specifically reqmred by statute or by an existing rule
The term does not mcl ude
(a) Internal management memoranda which do not affect either the pnvate interests
of any person or any plan or procedure important to the pubhc and which have
no application outside the agency issuing the memorandum
There was absolutely no testimony or evidence showing that the procedures in the SOP are of
general applicability The procedures m the SOP apply specifically, and only to, the FLOE ATP
Laboratory, and only when analyzing or prepanng ARS, mouth alcohol or acetone stock s.9lutions
via GC analysis The evidence fails to estabhsh that the challenged procedures in ~e SOP
.. Implements, interprets, or prescnbes law or pohcy or descnbes the proc~dl}re of::pract!fe
reqmrements of an agency," nor has 1t been shown that the SOP .. imposes an'f reqmrement
or
-J
sohc1ts any information not specifically reqmred by statute or by an existing rule ,. As stat~d
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above, the procedures contamed m the SOP are mternal procedures It delineates the gmdelmes
by which FDLE ATP seeks to ensure accurate and rehable breath test results-in other words, 1t
1s merely a roadmap, with several roads that can be taken, to arnve at its mtended destination Not
every step m the breath testing process must be the subject of cod1ficat10n The preparation and
analysis of ARS, mouth alcohol and acetone stock solutton lots via GC analysis 1s mcidental to
determming whether breath test results obtained on an Intoxtlyzer 8000 are accurate and rehable
A similar claim of necessary rule cod1ficat1on was made in Berry v FDLE, Case No 131037RU, before the D1v1s10n of Adm1mstrattve Heanng In that case, the defense challenged
FDLE ATP"s use of a form called "Instrument Processing Sheet"' that was used to organize and
track the passage of breath test instruments through the FDLE Department Inspect10n process The
form 1s used to guide inspectors through a review of the mechanical funct10ns of the Intoxtlyzer
instruments by a senes of ·'quality checks'' to ascertain whether the instrument was in good
workmg order to produce accurate and reliable results Nevertheless, the Court found that the
.. Instrument Processing Sheet" was an internal and incidental procedure, and did not have to be
codified into a rule, and therefore, there was no mvahd exercise of delegated legislative authonty
On appeal, the Fourth D1stnct per cunam affirmed the lower court's rulmg See Berry v FDLE,
132 So 3d 224 (Fla 4th DCA 2014)
The Berry case, along with the Goodman and Wissel cases, supra, make clear that such
1mphc1t and incidental procedures do not need to be codified into rule, do not have to regulate
every poss1b1hty that could occur, and must be flmd so that 1t can flow with current and emerging
sc1ent1fic methodologies and instrumentation Id Based on this established caselaw, the defense
has failed to meet its burden 1s showing that the procedures set forth in the SOP must be codified
into rule, and therefore there 1s no mvahd exercise of delegated leg1slat1ve authonty
In addition to the cases cited herein, this Court notes that several other courts have rejected
the same or s1m1lar defense arguments See State v Rowettewhzte, et al, 26 Fla L Weekly Supp
314a (12th Jud Cir , 2018), State v Richardson, et al, 26 Fla L Weekly Supp 305a (10th Jud
Cir , 2018), State v Cothren. et al , 20 Fla L Weekly Supp 304b (10th Jud Cir, 2018), and State
v He1mbegner. et al. 25 Fla L Weekly Supp 650b (13th Jud Cir 2017)

Conclusion
Based on the cred1b1lity of the witnesses, the defense has faded to meet their burden by
establishing the allegations in their motion The procedures under section 2 18 were followed
contemporaneously with the procedures set forth in sect10ns 2 14, 2 15 and 2 16 of the SOP
Notwithstanding any failure to follow section 2 18. the defense has not shown that the methods
utilized by FDLE ATP were scientifically inaccurate or unreliable It has not been shown that any
specific FAC rule under Chapter l lD-8 has been v10lated or that the defendant's breath test results
in the mstant case have been affected m any way Furthermore, the defense has faded to show that
the internal procedures contained within the SOP are reqmred to be codified as a rule under the
APA Because the defense has failed to met its burden in regard to any of the allegfi£Ons s;_t;forth
in his motion, the motion must be demed
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Based on the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Exclude Breath
Test Results for Lack of Substantial Comphance 1s hereby DENIED

DONE AND ORDERED, this--'-~~- day of ____.............,_ _ _ _ _ _ , 2019
m chambers m Broward County, Florida '
~
_H_O_N_K~~E~NN-E_T_H_A_G_O_T_T_~~
: I_E__I_ _ _ __
Judge of the County Court
Copies to
Garett M Berman, Esq
Assistant State Attorney
Carlos Canet, Esq
Attorney for the Defendant
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